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[Menage Amour: Erotic Cowboy Menage a Trois Romance, M/F/M, Light Consensual BDSM] James and Jonathan Keller
are identical twins who've always shared everything—clothing, a strawberry allergy, and the family businesses.
They're considered to be the area's most eligible bachelors and plan on staying bachelors, too. If there's one thing
they don't want it's a pair of women coming between them. "It's just a damn shame," James once mused, "that we
couldn't just share a wife, too." Enter Tabitha Lambert, a no-nonsense agent for the Bureau of Land Management.
Transplanted from DC after her divorce, she's sent by her new boss to talk to the owners of the Farenough Ranch
about wild horses. James and Jonathan are instantly attracted to the blonde haired blue-eyed beauty. They know the
lovely Ms. Lambert could be the woman for them. All they have to do is figure out a way to get her to drop her
defenses—and her panties—and throw her lot in with them. When they discover she has a weakness for gambling,
they lure her into making the bet of a lifetime. And they do their best to ensure that everyone comes out a
winner—despite one ex-husband, one ambitious casino manager, and an enemy disguised as a friend. Note: There is
no sexual relationship or touching for titillation between or among siblings. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
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